
Our company is looking to fill the role of policy analyst. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for policy analyst

Engage in various front office projects
Research, analyze, track, and report on technical, budget, and financial data
providing recommendations to office directors to ensure compliance with
guidance and accurate estimates for budget planning and execution
Develop, produce, maintain and manage Continuity of Operations (COOP)
plans, procedures, and rosters
Serve as liaison for all Human Resource matters for Office including analyzing
staffing requirements, providing recommendations to office director, and
processing incoming and outgoing staff members
Support planning and execution of programmatic meetings including
developing meeting materials, managing logistics, tracking Federal financial
accounts and funds, tracking action items, providing follow-up assignments
and providing resolutions
Draft, manage, and track decision-based programmatic correspondence and
communication including briefings, memos, correspondence, and weekly
reports
Manage systems for storing, sharing, maintaining version control, and
dispositioning records, Includes management of the office SharePoint portal
(adding and maintaining information, determining and granting privilege
access and providing training to office members on portal usage as required
by the office director)
Support the writing and coordination of Congressionally Directed Actions and
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Provide project management for policy issue identification, analysis,
development, and resolution, and for program development
Perform analytic duties, such as analysis of DoD/IC organizational missions as
they relate to biometrics, forensics, and other related scientific disciplines

Qualifications for policy analyst

One year in public accounting or industry with reporting, policy, or financial
analysis experience
Three years in public accounting or industry with reporting, policy, or financial
analysis experience
Requires active DOE “Q” or DOD Top Secret clearance
Demonstrated ability to convey complex ideas in writing and draw basic
conclusions
Ability to analyze highly complex issues and provide sound recommendations
Ability to accomplish work through others by setting objectives, determining
priorities, delegating work, and holding subordinates accountable for
measurable high-quality, timely, and cost-effective results


